MEHAMEHA

INTRO:
F Dm Bb F

F Dm
UA MEHAMEHA AU
Bb F
A'OHE HOALOHA
Dm
UA NUI NA MAKAHIKI
Bb F
A HELE AKU HO'I AU

Dm
'IINI AU IA 'OE E NOHO
Bb F
INA 'A'OLE, UA HIKI NO
Dm
E HI'IPOI MAU NO WAU IA 'OE
Bb F
ALOHA MAU NO WAU IA 'OE

Dm
E HELE AU MA KE KAI
Bb F
E LUANA ME KA 'AE KAI
Dm
KE ONE HO'I UA HO'OLOMAI
Bb F
HOLOI AI I KU'U WAIMAKA
WHITE SANDY BEACH

F     Dm     F     Dm
I SAW YOU IN MY DREAMS WE WERE WALKING HAND IN HAND
Bb   Bbm   F
ON A WHITE SANDY BEACH OF HAWAII
F     Dm
WE WERE PLAYING THE SUN
F     Dm
WE WERE HAVING SO MUCH FUN
Bb   Bbm   F
ON A WHITE SANDY BEACH OF HAWAII
C7   Bb   C7
SOUNDS OF THE OCEAN SOOTHS MY RESTLESS SOUL
Bb   C7   AUG
SOUNDS OF THE OCEAN ROCKS ME ALL NIGHT LONG
F     Dm
THOSE HOT LONG SUMMER DAYS
F     Dm     Bb   Bbm   F
LIE THERE IN THE SUN ON A WHITE SANDY BEACH OF HAWAII
C7   Bb   C7
SOUNDS OF THE OCEAN SOOTHS MY RESTLESS SOUL
Bb   C7   AUG modulate to (G)
SOUNDS OF THE OCEAN ROCKS ME ALL NIGHT LONG
G
LAST NIGHT IN MY DREAMS I SAW YOUR FACE AGAIN
C   Cm   C   Cm   G
YOU WERE THERE IN THE SUN ON A WHITE SANDY BEACH OF HAWAII
C   Cm   G
ON A WHITE SANDY BEACH OF HAWAII (TAG 2X’S)
Kahua Down

Am E7 Am G7

HAWAIIAN VAMP

C G7 C
DOWN IN HONOLULU BESIDE THE SEA
G7
THAT NAUGHTY STRAIN KEEPS
HAUNTING ME
G7 E7
JUST A DREAMY HULA THAT SWEET
REFRAIN C
G
IT MAKES ME QUIVER, SHIVER, AND
SHAKE
D7
AND THEN WE DO IT AGAIN. (HEY)
C
THE NAUGHTY HULA GLIDE

G7
THE CREEPY SNEAKY SLIDE
G
THEY DANCE IT NIGHT AND DAY
C
AND CHASE THE BLUES AWAY (HEY)
Am E7 Am
Am E7 Am
HAWAIIAN VAMP

C

T'WAS ON A MOONLIGHT NIGHT

YOU GET THE HULA NOTION

Pause

HOLD YOUR FEET DOWN TIGHT

G7

AND WIGGLE LIKE THE OCEAN

CHORUS:

C

A MAIDENS FAIR TOO SEE

SHE LIVES AT WAIKIKI

JUST LIKE A RIPPLING TIDE

G7

SHE DOES THE HULA

GLIDE,...IDE... G7 C G7 C

Repeat

Pause, Down Honolulu
Blue Darling/ Ill Be Leaving
Performed By: Kapena

I was a fool, broke every rule, blue darling
Saw the teardrops took the place of your sweet smile
My heart would break if ever I should lose you
Blue darling you’re the lone and only one
So please, please, please forgive me
I’m sorry for the wrong that I have done
My heart would break if ever I should lose you
Blue darling, you’re the lone and only one

I’ll be leaving on account of you
So please don’t ever think of me
We used to love together, we two
So please don’t ever think of me
Won’t someone be kind and make you happy all the time
Your love for me has faded away
Although my heart is aching dear
Be happy and never think of me
So please, please forgive me
I’m sorry for the wrong that I have done
My heart would break if ever I should lose you
Blue darling you’re the lone and only one
Blue darling you’re the lone and only one.

*** Use your browser’s back button to return to the previous page ***
MY YELLOW GINGER LEI

A7 D7 G
A7 D7 G D7
G    D7

KU'ULEI AWAPUHI MELE MELE
G
I PU'I A ME KA'ALOA ONAONA
D7
HO'OHIIKA KAMA'A'O IA 'OE
C Cm G A7 D7 G D7
E KU'U LEI AWAPUHI
G D7
MY YELLOW GINGER LEI
G
REVEALS HER SCENT THROUGH THE DAY
D7
ENCHANTING MOMENTS WITH YOU
C Cm G A7 D7 G D7
MAKE ME LOVE YOU
G D7
YOU'RE AS LOVEY AS CAN BE
G
MY YELLOW GINGER LEI
D7
MY HEART IS YEARNING FOR YOU
C Cm G A7 D7 G D7
MY AWAPUHI
G D7 G
HA'INA IA MAI ANA KA PUANA
D7
MY YELLOW GINGER LEI ......MAKES ME LOVE YOU
Intro: Dm A7 D7 A7/A

Lawakua

By Napua Greig

Verse 1
Dm G7 D7/A G A7/A D A7/A
Auhea 'oe he lawakua kua ola ho'o la'i la'i
D2 Dm A7/A D7 A7/A D A7/A
He nani kou e nelia a'i i ke kini o ka 'oe

Verse 2
Dv/A Dm A7/A D7 A7/A G A7/A D A7/A D A7/A Dv/A
Ho'ala ka pali poli laua'e i ka 'ihi 'ihi ho'o lani po
Dv/A Dm A7/A D7 A7/A G A7/A D A7/A D A7/A Dv/A
Ho lani ka uhu maka noe o ka ohu lehua e

Chorus
G/A A7/A D A7/A D
Holono'a'e 'oe ike kane
G/A A7/A D A7/A
He kili iho nei i ka manawa
G/A A7/A D A7/A
O kahe a kua lino mau
Em A7/A
Eia mai ka hulu ma'e ma'e

Verse 3
Dv/A Dm A7/A D7 A7/A G A7/A D A7/A
He aloha nou he lawakua kua ola lei i ka nani
Dv/A Dm A7/A D7 A7/A D A7/A D A7/A
He nani no e ku'u maka na'u makamaka mau e

Chorus
E6 Em A7/A A7/A D A7/A E A7/A
He aloha nou he lawakua kua ola lei i ka nani
E6 Em A7/A A7/A D A7/A E A7/A B7/A
He nani no i ku'u maka na'u makamaka mau e
E6 Em A7/A A7/A
Mau e, mau e

(Repeat Chorus)
Henehene Kou 'Aka

Your laughter is so teasing
That seems to be your delight
It's the usual thing
For you and I

Your laughter is so teasing
That seems to be your delight
It's the usual thing
For you and I

The streetcar jiggles
And joks your body
It's the usual thing
For you and I

We were at Kaka'ako
Eating beef stew
It's the usual thing
For you and I

We were at Kaka'ako
Eating beef stew
It's the usual thing
For you and I

We were at Waikiki
Swimming in the sea
It's the usual thing
For you and I

We were at Waikiki
Swimming in the sea
It's the usual thing
For you and I

We were at Kapahulu
Eating lipoa seaweed
It's the usual thing
For you and I

We were at Kapahulu
Eating lipoa seaweed
It's the usual thing
For you and I
Our eyes have met
Our lips not yet
But oh, you sweet thing
I'm gonna get you yet

Ha'ina mai ka puana
Kou le'ale'a paha
He mea ma'a mau ia
For you and I

The story is told
It's your delight, it seems
It's the usual thing
For you and I

The delights of courtship all around town. 1930.
HA'AHEO KAIMANAHI LA, KA HALE IPU KUKUI

KU KILAKILA A ILUNA, HE KIAE NO KA MOANA

O NA ALE HOLU O KE KAI, KA MOANI O KA LIPOA

KE AO OPUA, E KAU ANA, O KOU KAHIKO MAU IA

OHOHIA NA MALIHINI, I KA IKE I KOU NANI

UA LOHE IA, KOU INOA, MANA AINA MAMAO
HAAHEO O KAIMANAHILA

ILAILA E WALEA AI, NA IPO MAKU ONAONA

E NANEAN A NA I KA NANI, O KA PO MAHINA KONANE

HAINA IA MAI, ANA KAPUANA LA, NO LEAHI KAIMANAHILA

KU KILAKILA, A ILUNA, HE KIAE NO KA MOANA
KANEHOHE

G7 C7 F
G7 C7 F C7 AUG
F/7 G/7 G/7 G/2 C/2 G/2 C/2 G/2 D7/2 G/1 G7/1
F/2 F7/2 Bb/2 F/2 Bb/2 F/2 C7/2 F/1 F7/1
Zx

OLAPA KA UILA I KANEHOHE, KA HUI LAULIMA O ‘I LANI WAI
C/1 G/2 D7/4 G/4 D7/4
Bb/0 F/2 C7/4 F/4 C7/4
F/2 C7/4 D7/1

CHO: ME KA UA A PUAKEA, KA LA’I A’O MOLOLANI, ME KE ANU O KE KOOLAU

F/2 F7/2 Bb/2 F/2 Bb/2 F/2 C7/2 F/1 F7/1
KAULANA MAI NEI KO’OLAUPOKO, UA ‘A KA UILA A’I KANEHOHE
G/2 G7 F7/2 Bb/2 F/2 Bb/2 F/2 C7/2 F/1 F7/1
Zx

HANOHANO MOKAPU I KA EHU KAI, TE TUA MOTUMOTU A’O HEEIA
G/2 G7 F7/2 Bb/2 F Bb/2 F/2 C7/2 F/1 F7/1
Zx

HOOKAHI MEA HOU MA HEEIA, KA UWEA KELEKALEPA LEO NAHENAHE

F/2 F7/2 Bb/2 F/2 F7/Bb/2 F/2 C7/2 F/1 F7/1
AIA IKE LIHI O KA AINA, Kahi A KEALOHA I WALEA AI

F/2 F7/2 Bb/2 F/2 F7/Bb/2 F/2 C7/2 F/1 F7/1
WALEA ANA OE ME KE ONAONA, KUULEI HULU MAMO PILI I KA ANU

F/2 F7/2 Bb/2 F/2 Bb/2 F/2 C7/2 F/1 F7/1
UA ANA HO’I AU AI KO LEO, KO PANE ANA MAI PEHEA UA
G/2 G7 F7/2 Bb/2 F/2 Bb/2 F/2 C7/2 F/1 F7/1
Zx

HAINA IA MAI ANA KAPUANA, UA ‘A KA UILA A’I KANEHOHE

Play verse + CHO: twice
Play only the marked verses
KO'OLAU

C F C F C F

HŌ'OLU'OLOU KA MAKANI LA

C G7 C G7 C G7 C G7

O KA KO'OLAU, AU NĀ'U LĀ

C F C F

HŌ'OLU'OLOU KA MAKANI LA

C G7 C G7 C G7 C G7

O KA KO'OLAU, AU NĀ'U LĀ

C F C

POMAIKA'I KĀNE'OHE

F C G7 C G7 C G7 C G7

I KA MANA O KO'OLAU, PAUAHO LĀ

C F C

POMAIKA'I KĀNE'OHE

F C G7 C

I KA MANA O KO'OLAU, PAUAHO LĀ
NGA WAKA

CHORD

C
NGAWAKA E WHITU E TAHU E
C7 ×
HOE A HOE A RA
G7
TAI NUI TE ARAWA MATATUA
C G7
HOE A HOE A RA
C
TOKUMARU TAKITIMU KURA HAPO
C7 ×
A O TE A RA
G7
NGAWAKA E NEI HOI A RA
C G7 C
O TA TO TU PUNA O TA TO TU PUNA
G7 C
TAHI RUA TORU FA TI ORA HI
PAU MAI

G CHORD

EA KAHA HI AHA KAWA NUI

EA KAHA HI AHA KAWA NUI

PAU MAI TO RE AROHA

PA A WAHINE MOTU

ENG A IW I TO RE AROHA

D7  G D7 repeat from PAU MAI

HAERE MAI HAERE MAI

G

INO TINGA HOI A UA ERE MAI

D7

AU WE TE AROHA METE MAMA

ENG A IW I TO RE AROHA hold - AROHA-

Tau ite tau e tau ite mate mate fama hema tete

D7  G

ite ati o ta fiti HAERE MAI HAERE MAI

G

EA KAHA HI AHA KAWA NUI  D7

EA KAHA HI AHA KAWA NUI  HAERE MAI HAERE MAI

TAHI RUA TORU FA TI ORA HI
HOKI HOKI

C C7 F Dm

HOKI HOKI TONU MAI

G7 C

TE WARUA O TE TAU

C7 F Dm G7

KE TE AWHI REINGA, KI TENE KIRE E

C C7 F Dm

RERE ATU, RERE MAI

G7 C

TAKU POI RERE RA

C7 F Dm

RERE I RUNGA RERE RARO

G7 C

I RERE POI POI E

G7

I RERE POI POI E
TERETERE, TERETERE, TAMARI'I HOKULE'A

NA NI'A I TE MOANA URIURI

TERETERE, TERETERE, TAMARI'I HOKULE'A

NA NI'A I TE MOANA URIURI

NAINOA E, EIAHARA IA MO'E ITE AROHA

IA VAI NOA TE HERE I'A TATOU NEI

NAINOA E, EIAHARA IA MO'E ITE AROHA

IA VAI NOA TE HERE I'A TATOU NEI

**Instrumental**
MOVING ON, SAILING ON, TAMARI'I HOKULE'A

ON YOUR JOURNEY CROSS THE DEEP, BLUE OCEAN

MOVING ON, SAILING ON, TAMARI'I HOKULE'A

ON YOUR JOURNEY CROSS THE DEEP, BLUE OCEAN

NAINOA E, PLEASE DON'T FORGET, THE ALOHA THAT WE ALL SHARED

MAY THIS LOVE KEEP US ALL TOGETHER AS ONE

NAINOA E, PLEASE DON'T FORGET, THE ALOHA THAT WE ALL SHARED

MAY THIS LOVE KEEP US ALL TOGETHER AS ONE

IA VAI NOA
TE HERE IA TATOU NEI

ENDING: C Am C Am C

9-COUNTS: 11 11 11 11 11